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For most of my life my favorite place in the world was the simple, rural Pennsylvania home 

where I learned to quilt from my beloved grandmother, Florence Walker.  Every quilt I make is a chance 

to reconnect to that place of great love and to pass a bit of it on to someone else.  Because I care so 

deeply about the tradition of quilting, which ties me not only to my biological family but also to my 

adopted Mennonite faith community, I also care very deeply about the future of the art.  In a 

geographical area where it is particularly associated grandmas and Amish quilting bees, I hope that 

people will see a place for quilting in their own contemporary lives.  Toward that end, I am one of the 

founders and current co-leader of the Capital Area Modern Quilt Guild.  In my own work I attempt to 

find a balance between my personal modern aesthetic and the traditional techniques such as hand 

quilting that were passed on to me through the generations. 

My current collection celebrates another passion of mine, creative reuse, which quilters have 

been practicing long before the current upcycling trend.  These quilts are made primarily from scrap 

fabrics.  Many are from my own sewing (there is a running joke  in my Guild about how ridiculously tiny a 

piece of fabric has to be before I throw it out).  Others are purchased from creative reuse centers, 

including Lancaster Creative Reuse where I serve as a fabric volunteer and the Vice President of the 

Board.   

While making these quilts I was particularly inspired by the story of the Syrophonecian woman.   

It isn’t a story that I understand well, which perhaps makes it a foolish choice for a public exhibition.  A 

Jesus who calls people names and creates two tiered systems where children eat first and the rest of us 

eat second (despite my wannabe Hebrew tattoos, I’m no more ethnically Jewish than I am ethnically 

Mennonite) doesn’t fit with everything else I know to be true about God.  But as a quilter, the second 

half of the story has been so compelling to me that I decided to share it despite the risk of foolishness.   

From there he set out and went away to the region of Tyre. He entered a house and did not 

want anyone to know he was there. Yet he could not escape notice, but a woman whose little 

daughter had an unclean spirit immediately heard about him, and she came and bowed down at 

his feet. Now the woman was a Gentile, of Syrophoenician origin. She begged him to cast the 

demon out of her daughter. He said to her, “Let the children be fed first, for it is not fair to take 

the children’s food and throw it to the dogs.” But she answered him, “Sir, even the dogs under 

the table eat the children’s crumbs.” Then he said to her, “For saying that, you may go—the 

demon has left your daughter.” So she went home, found the child lying on the bed, and the 

demon gone.  (Mark 7: 24-30, NRSV) 

It ends so much better than it starts.  He gives her the scraps that she asks for.  Her daughter is healed.  

Which begs the questions for me, “How good is God’s table that even the scraps can cast out demons?   

How good beyond my imagination is God that healing is just the left overs?” I hope in some small 

measure these quilts can serve as a reminder of both how big God really is and in what small, surprising 

places we can find Her.   


